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I’M MAKING A MUCH bigger impact IN THE

mothering COMMUNITY. ~ Kathleen Harper
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H OW K AT H L E E N  A N N  H A R P E R ’ S  S U RV I VA L G U I D E

FO R  M O M S  H A S  G ROW N  H E R  COAC H I N G 

P RO G R A M S  A N D  WO R K S H O P S

M
y name is Kathleen Ann 

Harper and I’m the author 

of The Well-Crafted Mom.  

I work with moms who  

know that they have everything that 

they ever wanted healthy—happy kids, 

great husband, beautiful life—but 

still feel like there’s something  

big missing. 

Many moms expected their children  

to fill that space but instead 

find that motherhood drains 

them far more than it re- 

plenishes, that self sacrifice  

is deeply woven into their  

definition of motherhood, and 

that there’s never time for  

themselves. In my one-on-one 

sessions, groups, and retreats  

for moms, I integrate coaching, 

community, and crafts to help moms 

carve out time for themselves and fill  

it with what matters most.

In the The Well-Crafted Mom moms 

find reassurance, see themselves in  

familiar stories, and discover ideas  

for crafting a beautiful life. I weave    

together my "been in your shoes"  

stories,   contemporary sociological  

and psychological  research,  and 

inspirational crafts to help moms find 

solutions to   common situations.

What was your goal in writing  

the book?

Motherhood can be a very isolating  

experience; it certainly was for me. My 

goal for writing The Well-Crafted Mom 

was to create a common ground for 

mothers so they could realize they 

are not alone. I wanted to create a  

resource for moms so that  

they had ideas, tools, and  

inspiration to create change 

in their lives and in their  

parenting.

What were your reservations 

about book writing?

Writing a book has been on  

my wish list since I was eight 

years old. I worried that I 

wouldn't have enough time to write 

the book I dreamed of creating.  

With responsibilities, obligations, my 

commitment to my husband and 2 

boys. Every January, I’d think, “Maybe 

this year” then I’d be disappointed 

in myself when the year would speed 

by and I wasn’t any closer to being  

an author. 

I am now  

able to support  

more moms

than I ever  

could before

Kathleen Ann Harper 

BAD MOM ISLAND TO

MOTHERHOOD MANIFESTO

The Author Incubator Author Profile
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The Author Incubator Author Profile

What obstacles did you have to  

overcome while writing?

I hit writer’s block about halfway 

through the writing process. I thought  

the best way to get through writer’s 

block was to push through it to get  

back to the smooth road of writing my 

book. But I was completely stuck, 

everything I wrote felt forced, and I  

became more and more frustrated.

How did we help you in overcoming 

them?

I called my developmental editor and 

Angela and got immediate assistance.  

Her advice was contradictory to what I 

thought—she told me to stop writing. 

At the time of the writer’s block,  

I was working on the chapter in my  

book, “Find Fun.” And by stepping 

back I realized I wasn’t having any  

fun at all. I set aside my work hard 

mentality and tucked away my lap-

top. I pulled out my craft supplies 

and made samples for upcoming 

classes. I went on a hike with my 

family. I attended tap dancing class 

and let go of my worries. When I 

was ready to return to my computer 

a few days later, writing was easy 

again. The mountain of writer’s block 

had completely disappeared.

How did the book help you make the  

difference you are currently making  

in the world?

I am now able to support more  

moms than I ever could prior to 

writing The Well-Crafted Mom and 

I’m making a much bigger impact  

in the mothering community. I  

created a community for moms  

who are struggling because they  

feel guilty about not liking mother- 

hood all that much, they resent 

their spouses (and sometimes their  

children), and feel like they’re all  

alone on “bad mom island.” I’ve 

also added three moms to my one- 

on-one programs and 16 to my 

monthly groups.

Being a published author also means 

that I get approached for opportu-

nities, for speaking engagements, 

online interviews for podcasts, and 

as part of a panel of experts with 

an online organization that supports 

moms. I have immediate credibility 

when I say that I’m a published author. 

This boost has created powerful 

connections so opportunities are 

now chasing me instead of the other  

way round.

How does it feel to have your work  

out there?

Throughout my life, I’ve often heard 

the critical voice in my head saying, 

“Don’t get too big for your britches,” 

which has pushed me to play small 

time and time again. Writing The 

Well-Crafted Mom changed that story. 

I’m proud of myself. I’m stepping 

into my life in a big way and it  

feels like wearing the best-fitting  

pair of jeans.

Being a published author also means that I get approached for speaking  
engagements, podcast online interviews and as part of a panel of experts.

“

Client Growth

16 Group program clients

3 One-on-one clients

Public Speaking

UC San Francisco Medical Center

Mills Medical Center

South San Francisco Mothers Club

Abbott Middle School

Sequoia Hospital

Lamorinda Mothers Club

DayOne Baby

Little Wonders Co-op  

Nursery School

Radio + Podcasts

Curiousity Forever 

Millionnaire Media Telesummit

Client Conversion
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Opportunities
              are now 
   chasing me. ~Kathleen Harper

Tell us about any particular stories 

about readers or clients from this 

book that might be of particular 

interest to our readers

A reader told me my book created 

stronger connections in her marriage. 

Instead of trying to explain why it’s 

so hard to keep the house clean, why 

she’s so miserable even though she 

has everything she’s ever desired, 

and why motherhood is so chal-

lenging while other moms seem 

to adjust with ease, she gave my 

book to her husband so he could read 

certain sections, which created deeper 

understanding and compassion in  

the marriage.

A client called The Well-Crafted Mom, 

her Motherhood Survival Kit, and an 

other said that she didn’t need 

to read any other parenting book  

because I had “distilled all the most 

important pieces right here.” Over  

and over again, I’ve heard from moms  

that they feel like the book was  

written specifically for them.

What is the most important thing 

that you learned from writing a book?

I’ve always thought that success 

meant more when I achieved it by 

myself. I thought it was an admirable 

work ethic to push myself hard and 

cross the finish line all by myself. 

I carried this work hard, work harder 

mentality into all aspects of my life, 

including motherhood. What I learned 

while writing a book with The Author 

Incubator has been transformational: 

I realized that I’m stronger when I ask 

for support; my ideas are deeper, 

richer, and more vibrant when I’m 

not working in isolation; and I’m 

better able to serve when I am part  

of a well-crafted community.

The Well-Crafted Mom: How to Make 
Time for Yourself and Your Creativity 

within the Midst of Motherhood
In The Well-Crafted Mom, Kathleen Ann 

Harper weaves together been in your  

shoes stories, sociological and psycho- 

logical research and inspirational crafts to 

help readers find solutions to common  

situations for moms such as: how to  

grapple with mommy guilt and win, and 

tips on how to say no. There are time  

management tools to help you carve out 

time for yourself and what to do with 

it, and ways to tell the difference between 

having a mess and being a mess, and  

why it matters.

A reference book for busy moms, The Well- 

Crafted Mom offers reassurance to readers 

as they see themselves in familiar stories 

and discover ideas for crafting a beautiful 

life for themselves and their family.
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